
Decidable Problems

Represent problem using language

Language decidable         Problem decidable

DFA
Th.  A          is a decidable language.
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q0

A        = {<B,w> | B is an NFA, B accepts w}
NFA

Th.  A          is decidable.NFA

q1q2q3 # 01#
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Decidable Problems

DFA
E        = {<B> | B is a DFA, L(B) is nonempty}

Th.  E          is decidable.DFA

Lemma:  For DFA B, L(B) is nonempty iff

Trivial.
B accepts a string of length at most |Q|.

of B on w.  

|w| > |Q|.   Consider the sequence of  states

If |w| is <  |Q|, then we are done.  So suppose
a shortest word accepted by B.
Suppose B accepts some word.  Let w be 
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w = w1 w2 w3  .... wm,  m > |Q|
w1 w2

q0    q1      q2         ......                 qm
wm

Since there are more that |Q| states in this sequence,

there must be a repetition of states, by the pigeonhole
principle. But then we can take a snippet z out of w,
and get a shorter string that is accepted by B.
Contradiction.  Therefore w is of length < |Q|.

Back to Theorem:
Decider D will, on input <B>, simulate B on inputs
of length 0 to |Q|.  If B accepts any string of that 
length, D accepts.  If no such string is found, 
D rejects.  By the Lemma, D accepts E DFA .
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EQ      = {<A,B> | A,B are DFA, and L(A) = L(B) }
DFA

Th:  EQ       is decidable.
DFA

Proof:  We construct a DFA C with 

L(C)  =  (L(A)    L(B))    (L(A)      L(B))

L(A) L(B)

C can be constructed by TM M using algorithms
we developed for closure under , , 
Since L(C) is empty  iff.  L(A) = L(B), we can use
previous theorem for deciding L(C) nonempty.  



Th.  E          is decidable.

Decidable Problems on CFG’s

CFG

CFG

E        = {<G> | G is a CFG, L(G) is nonempty}

Decidable Problems on CFG’s

Th.  E          is decidable.CFG



Decidable Problems for CFG’s

CFG
EQ      = {<G,H> | G,H are CFG, and L(G) = L(H) }

  EQ       decidable??
CFG

Th.  Every CFL is decidable.    (HW 3)

Reg. Lang. CFL Decid. Tur.
Rec.

Undecidable Problems

Showed these problems for FA and CFG’s decidable:
Acceptance, Emptiness, Equivalence

Qu:  What about for TM?

A      = {<M,w> | M is a TM that accepts w}
TM

Will show that A      is not decidable (ie, undecidable)
TM




